
Week 4: Power of the Markets – Retreat of the state + power of market 
‘forces’ – Haufler, Mikler, Payne & Strange 

Alternatives: retreat of the state (Friedman), Myth of powerless state (Strange) or 
shared sovereignty 
 
Strange (1996) – The declining authority of the state 
-! ‘Yawning Hole’ = power gone to markets + market forces 
-! Electronic herd, market power & neoclassical economics coming true 
-! States no longer master of markets – markets masters over states 

o! Diffusion of authority to to other institutions + associations 
o! Economy is global and states are not 
o! All states in transition towards becoming neoliberal states 
o! Market actor priorities matter more – G serves powerful economies 

-! “The authority of the governments of all states, large and small, strong and 
weak, has been weakened as a result” (Strange 1996: 14). 

-! ‘The argument put forward is that the impersonal forces of world markets, 
integrated over the postwar period more by private enterprise in finance, 
industry and trade than by the cooperative decisions of governments, are now 
more powerful than the states to whom ultimate political authority over society 
and economy is supposed to belong’ (p.4) 

-! Paradox of Asian experience of the state – reasons why it could’ve occurred: 
exceptionally fortunate & strategic reasons 

-! Accelerating pace of technological changes ! cause of shift in the state-market 
balance of power 

-! Raising finance both for the investment itself + development of new tech 
o! Supply of capital to finance & demand from the innovators 

 
Role for the state? ! transformation of governance to cooperate with the 4 key 
actors: states, international organisations, civil society & markets 
-! Economy is no longer national – impossible to regulate within awareness of the 

interconnectedness + financial flows over boarders 
 
Globalised World Trade + Finance – greater complexity + national deregulation 
(liberalisation of currency + trading markets) 
-! finance goes international – flow of capital increases + rise of MNCs (FDI) 
 
Globalisation Consensus (Washington Consensus) – Mann argument 
-! “The dominant economic and political narrative for development for the past 30 

years” (Wade 2010: 142). 
-! Not a formal consensus – what US + International financial institutions set in US 

boils down to a neoliberal consensus (BUT ‘re-regulation is in the air’) 
 
Corporations in control = Market authority 
-! Control of industries – wide span of control + invisible hand of corporations not 

the market ! era of mega corporate capitalism 
-! Measure size compared to states: sales vs national income/expenditures 



-! “the rules of international commerce are far too important to leave up to 
government bureaucrats” 

-! MNC = central to global economy – central organisers + engines of growth + 
political institutions + role of services, not just production (Strange) 

 
Mikler (2012) – The illusion of the ‘Power of Markets’ 
-! Markets are not economic agents or autonomous entities 

o! ‘Corporations and governments are, and national economies and the global 
economic order are constructed by these purposive actors in pursuit of their 
interests’. 

o! Primarily driven by political imperatives to exert control over economic 
processes and outcomes 

-! 3 myths about markets 
o! Markets being ‘in charge’ 

"! Not about disembodied laws of market forces it about the companies 
calling the shots + trade occurring between them not countries and within 
their supply chain 

o! Powerless state 
"! ‘golden straightjacket’ means political systems are becoming economic 

ones – states are reorientating their role 
•! states accounting for 40-50% of economic output 

"! states operating beyond their boarders can extend states power 
•! large powerful states and corporations act together 

"! business of business is business ! business of business is government 
o! Placeless corporation 

"! Corporations are increasingly transnational in their operations and global in 
their reach. 

"! The reality that they remain nationally embedded in their home states. 
•! Company transnationality is reflection of small/weak size of their home 

state not a reflection of globalisation 
•! Rise of regional/national corporations ! centralise supply chain 

 
Haufler (2006) – Global governance and the private sector 
-! Private Authority: public vs private authority – govern in own right (ISO) 
-! 3 areas of change: 

o! distinction of public/private is ambiguous & contested 
"! state ownership of industrial sectors blurred lines (Smith does define 

ideologically but still uncertain) 
o! participants in governance of the economy shifting 

"! labour unions, activist groups, aid organisations, and non profits 
"! spectrum of possibilities: traditional, industry self-regulation, co-regulation 

& multi-stakeholder regulation 
o! expansion of issues integral to the governance of commercial affairs 

(expansion of democratic forms of governance) 
"! soft enforcement (lack accountability etc) 

-! Theory of political power: Instrumental/relational, structural & discursive 
-! Private Governance: informal authority to formal forms of authority 


